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Abstract: In comparison with the single mode, the utilization of multi-mode information of text, video 

and audio could lead to more accurate sentiment analysis. GME-Dialogue-NET, a gated multi-modal 

sentiment analysis model, is raised for the multi-modal emotion prediction and sentiment analysis. The 

model judges whether the audio or video modal is the noise through GME (Gated Multi-modal 

Embedding, GME) and then accepts or refuses the modal information based on the judgement. The 

model uses the Attention Mechanism of context vector to allocate more attention to the context with 

greater relevance to the current sentence. GME-Dialogue-NET divides participants of the dialogue 

into speaker and listener to better capture the dependence between emotion and state. It raises that the 

fusion mechanism CPA (Circulant-Pairwise Attention, CPA) could pay effective attention with different 

degrees on different modals to attain more helpful emotional and sentimental representation and thus 

make emotion prediction and sentiment analysis. Compared with the current model, both the weighted 

accuracy and the F1 score of emotion prediction were improved, especially for the three emotions of 

sadness, anger and excitement. In the sentiment regression task, the comparison between 

GME-Dialogue-NET with current advanced model Multilogue-Net shows that MAE (Mean absolute 

error, MAE) of GME-Dialogue-NET reduces by 0.1 percentage and the Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient (R) of GME-Dialogue-NET rises by 0.11 percentage. 

Keywords: Natural language processing, Multi-modal sentiment analysis, Multi-modal fusion 

mechanism 

1. Introduction 

With the growth of various social platforms in quantity, more and more ways are exposed to people 

to express their emotions on the Internet[1][2][4][5][8][15]. The study of human emotions has also evolved 

from single-mode to multi-mode. Multimodal emotion analysis refers to the use of computers and 

related technologies to obtain information from multimodal data such as language, sound and image to 

analyze the emotions expressed by people, which is one of the more active research fields in natural 

language processing and has received extensive attention and research. 

In 2008, Datcu and Rothkrantz[3] proposed a dual-mode semantic data fusion model, which 

combined visual and auditory information to identify six prototype emotions, among which the 

detection accuracy of surprise emotion category reached 88.67%. In 2010, Wollmer et al[6] proposed a 

multi-modal emotion detection and emotion analysis technology based on feature-level fusion. In this 

paper, we propose for the first time that bidirectional long and short-term memory (BLSTM) networks 

can be used to model the evolution of emotions in conversations, taking long-distance information into 

account. BLSTM network method is superior to traditional classification techniques (such as hidden 

Markov model or support vector machine). Poria et al[7] proposed a model based on LSTM in 2017. 

Compared with the technique proposed by Wollmer, the overall framework of the model is elaborated 

in more detail and several variations are proposed. The interdependencies between utterances can be 

used to capture contextual information. Zadeh et al proposed TFN[8] and MFN[9] in 2017 and 2018 

respectively, and Ghosal et al.[10]in 2018 proposed the paired attention mechanism, which are studies on 

the fusion mechanism in multimodal emotion analysis. In 2018, Majumder et al[11] put forward the 

Dialogue RNN model, which uses the gated loop unit (GRU)[12] to effectively track the state and 

current context of the participants and distinguish the participants in the Dialogue so as to capture 

contextual information more effectively. However, Dialogue RNN fails to use an effective fusion 

mechanism (the fusion method is to connect the extracted feature representations of each mode) and 

pays insufficient attention to the correlation between multiple modes, which hinders its performance. In 
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order to solve the problems in Dialogue RNN, Shenoy et al.[13]proposed the model multilogue-NET in 

2020. Multilogue-net uses the pin-attention mechanism to fuse the modal information.  

Generally speaking, the main challenges for multimodal sentiment analysis include whether the 

context can be captured effectively, whether the information of each mode is redundant or noisy, and 

whether each mode can be effectively fused. In light of the problems, innovation points are proposed:  

1) A Gated multi-modal Embedding (GME) is proposed for receiving or rejecting audio or video 

modal information. 

2) A new fusion method CPA (Circulant-Pairwise Attention) was proposed.Based on this fusion 

method, a multi-modal sentiment analysis model, GME-Dialogue-NET, is proposed to produce 

advanced performance.  

2. Introduction to the model  

The proposed model, GME-Dialogue-NET, has two modules: Gated multimodal embedding and 

dialogue-NET modules respectively.  

Gated multimodal embedding: Gated multimodal embedding is implemented through a deep 

network.Gated multimodal embedding uses a multimodal input gate to determine how much video or 

audio information for each word needs to be retained or discarded.  

The dialogue-net module: Conducting sentiment prediction and sentiment analysis for every 

sentence of each participant.This module distinguishes the participants in the Dialogue, which can 

more effectively capture the context in the Dialogue and track the dependence of emotions on the state. 

Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) can be adopted in Dialogue-net to obtain such information.  

3. GME (Gated Multi-modal Embedding, GME) 

The module introduces an on/off input gate controller to accept or reject audio or video messages. 

Each video clip is divided into T time steps, and each time step corresponds to a word. The multi-modal 

representation of the word T is: , ,t a v

t t tx x x .  

 

Figure 1: The overall framework of Gated Multi-modal Embedding 

A controller aC can be used with a weight of a  to determine the audio mode on/off. The controller 
vC  can be used with the weight of v , the switch used to determine the video mode. The controller 

uses deep neural network  ;a

aC   and  ;v

vC  for implementation. Input ,a v

t tx x for output as a 

probability value ,a v

t tc c between 0 and 1 as a label. The output of the controller mimics the behavior of 

rejecting or accepting modal information, with 0 indicating total rejection and 1 indicating total 

acceptance. (See Figure 1). The formula is as follows:  

 ' ;a a a a a a

t t t t a tx c x C x x                              (1) 

 

0-1 

Cv 

 

0-1 

Ca 
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 ' ;v v v v v v

t t t t v tx c x C x x                               (2) 

After calculation, the multi-modal expression of each word is
' ', ,t a v

t t tx x x . The mean value of the 

feature representation of all words in each statement was calculated to obtain the statement-level 

feature representation , ,t a vD D D

t t tt R a R v R   , which was used as the input of the module Dialogue-net 

to make emotion analysis for each statement.  

4. The Dialogue-Net module  

4.1. Problem description  

Supposing that the participant in the conversation is p, which can be noted as p1, p2, …pP. Each 

word spoken by each participant is recorded as u1, u2, …, uN. In light of the timestamp t and the 

utterances ut of the participants, each available mode (text T, audio A and video V) has an independent 

feature representation, which is respectively , ,t a vD D D

t t tt R a R v R   .  

4.2. Overall Framework  

Assuming that the emotion of each sentence depends on the follows: 1) The speaker's current words 

or the listener's current expression; 2. Current context; 3. Current status of participants; 4. Participants' 

previous emotions. Figure 2 is the overall framework of the dialogue-NET module, m∈{t, a, v}.  

4.3. Context GRU (GRUc)  

Each mode has one GRUc, and m modes have m GRUCs in quantity. The GRUc of a particular 

mode co-encodes the characteristic representation of the modal input statement and the state 

representation of the participant, producing a valid context representation. A timestamp tt-1 statement 

indicates that tt-1, at-1, or vt-1 changes the participants’ state from  1 1 1 1, ,m t a v

t t t ts s s s     to state 

 , ,m t a v

t t t ts s s s .GRUc takes this change and outputs a fixed-size vector.  

 

Figure 2: The overall framework of Dialogue-Net 

  1 1 1,t t t

t c t t tc GRU c t s   
                           (3) 

  1 1 1,a a a

t c t t tc GRU c a s                             
 (4) 

  1 1 1,v v v

t c t t tc GRU c v s   
                          (5) 

Among them, Dt,a,v are the sizes of the text, audio, and video features of the statement respectively. 
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sD

sD R refers to the magnitude of the state vector 1

t

ts  , 1

a

ts   and 1

v

ts  . cD

cD R  denotes the magnitude 

of the context vector 
t

tc , 
a

tc and
v

tc . ⊕ indicates a connection operation.  

4.4. Status GRU (GRUs)  

Each mode has a state GRU for each participant. The state vectors of all participants in the 

conversation are initialized to empty vectors. Figure 3 (a) is the update of speaker state GRUs, l; Figure 

3(b) Update of listener state GRUs, s, m∈{t, a, v}.  

 

Figure 3(a): The update of the speaker state GRU (GRUs, s)  

 

Figure 3(b): The update of the listener state GRU (GRUs, l) 

4.4.1. Speaker status GRU (GRUs, s)  

Speakers respond to context, which is tracked by the context GRUc.The context at timestamp t is 

simply a note of all the context vectors from timestamp 1 to timestamp t-1. m∈{t, a, v} is described by 

the following formula:  

 1 2 1softmax , ,...,T m m m

t tu W c c c 
                               (6) 

1 2 1, ,...,
T

m m m m

t tatt c c c 
                                   (7) 

Among them,  , ,T T T T

t t t tu t a v , m cD DW R

 , cDm

tatt R . 1 2 1, ,...,m m m

tc c c   in formula 6 is the context 

representation of all statements up to a certain time stamp. Attention score is calculated for all context 

representation, and higher attention score is assigned to the statements with a high degree of emotional 

relevance. Formula 7 uses α to amplify related statements to obtain context
m

tatt .  

At the timestamp t, the model ,

m

s sGRU uses the characteristic representation of the statement at time 

t-1 and the context to update the speaker state from 
, ,

1,s

t a v

ts   to
, ,

,

t a v

t ss .  

  , , 1, 1,,t t t

t s s s t s t s ts GRU s t att                              (8) 

  , , 1, 1,,a a a

t s s s t s t s ts GRU s a att                              (9) 

  , , 1, 1,,v v v

t s s s t s t s ts GRU s v att                             (10) 

Among them, sD

sD R refers to the size of the state vector ,

t

t ss , ,

a

t ss  and ,

v

t ss . 

4.4.2. Listener status GRU (GRUs, L)  

The listener's state changes due to the speaker's words, which is mainly reflected in facial 

expression, facial muscles, facial movements, etc.[14]. These information comes from the video mode. 

In timestamp t, the video feature representation and context are used by GRUs, l to update the listener 

status representation.  

  , , 1, 1,,v v v

t l s l t l t l ts GRU s v att                             (11) 

  
m

tatt
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Among them, 1,
VD

t lv R   and Ds demonstrate the size of the listener's state vector ,

v

t ls . 

Two state GRUs encode the state information of all participants in the current conversation.  

4.5. Emotional GRU helped (GRUe)  

An emotional GRU (GRUe) is actually a decoder for state encoding that outputs the emotional or 

emotional representation of a particular statement. The updated formula of emotion and emotion 

expression is as follows:  

 1 ,,m m m

t e t t se GRU e s                                 (12) 

Among them, multimodal m∈{t, a, v}. De is the size of all emotion (emotion) vectors.  

4.6. Circulant-Pairwise Attention, CPA) 

 

Figure 4: Circulant-Pairwise Attention used as the fusion mechanism 

Each mode produces one emotion or emotion representation for each timestamped statement, and 

there are m emotion or emotion representations for m available modes in quantity. The CPA fusion 

mechanism is used to fuse m kinds of emotion or emotion representation of each sentence. The CPA 

fusion mechanism algorithm is made to transform the emotion and emotion representation of each 

mode into a cyclic matrix, and then carry out paired attention. This model has three available modes, so 

CPA calculates three pairs, which are respectively (et, ev)， (et, ea)， (ea, ev). which is depicted in Figure 

4.  

Taking text mode et and video mode ev as examples for calculation:  

   1 2,t vM circ e M circ e                             (13) 

1 1 2 2

1 1

1 1
( ) , ( )

n n
v T t T

i i

i i

B m e B m e
n n 

                          (14) 

   1 1 2 2max , maxN soft B N soft B                         (15) 

1 1 2 2,t vO N e O N e                               (16) 

1 1 2 2,v tA O e A O e                              (17) 

  1 2,v tpairwise e e A A                              (18) 

Among them, circ(et) and circ(ev) in Formula 13 and 14 are used to transformed et and ev i

nto a cyclic matrix, that is, each row of the vector is shifted by one element to obtain the ma

trix. The Pairwise algorithm was thoroughly analyzed in the article [13] Contextual Inter-modal 

Attention for Multi-Modal Sentiment Analysis. ⊙ stands for multiplying by elements.  

     , , ,v t a t a vpw pw e e pw e e pw e e                        (19) 

t a v

t t t tL pw e e e                                (20) 

  

CPATV CPAVA CPATA 

Prediction 

layer 
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Among them, pw(ev,et) represents pairwise(ev,et). 

4.7. Emotion prediction or emotion analysis  

The fusion features obtained by formula (20) in Section 3.6 represent that Lt is input to a full 

connected layer, followed by a tanh layer or softmax layer, depending on whether it is emotion 

prediction or emotion analysis.  

Emotion analysis: The affective forecasting value when the time stamp t is output. The formula of 

the output layer is as follows:  

   tanh L tsentiment t
P W L                            (21) 

Among them, 9 1eD

LW R  . 

Emotion prediction: Lt can be input to a fully connected layer is followed by a softmax layer to 

calculate the probability of 6 emotions.  

 Ret l t ll LU W L b                               (22) 

 max maxmaxt s t sP soft W l b                             (23) 

    argmax temotion t
P P i                             (24) 

Among them, 9l eD D

lW R  ; lD

lb R ; max
lc D

sW R  ; max

c

sb R ; 
c

tP R . 

5. Variants of the model GME-Dialogue-NET 

There are three variants of the model GME-Dialogue-NET: (1) Dialogue-NET: To remove the first 

module of the model and to retain the second module dialogue-net. (2) GME-Dialogue-NET (NA): 

Removing the simple attention of context vector and replacing it with direct connection of all context 

vector. (3) GME-Dialogue-NET (NF), the variant removes the fusion mechanism of the model.  

6. Experiments 

6.1. Data set  

The model was tested on multimodal datasets CMU-MOSI and IEMOCAP.  

CMU-MOSI dataset[16]: Film comments based videos are collected, and each video is divided into 

multiple segments. Each clip has an emotional label value y, which is evaluated on a continuous range 

between -3 and + 3. In addition, the data set was divided into two categories, positive and negative 

emotions.  

IEMOCAP dataset [17]: This dataset contains the interactions of 10 actors and actresses in an 

emotion-binary dialogue. There are 6 categories of emotion labels in the data set.  

The data set is divided into training set, validation set and test set, with each part accounting for 

75%, 15% and 10%, respectively.  

6.2. Feature Extraction  

The feature representation of three modes is extracted, namely text feature representation, audio 

feature representation and video feature representation. The extraction of text feature representation is 

achieved with the use of pre-trained word embedding (Glox.840b.300d)[18] to transform scripts in data 

set videos into word vectors. Audio feature representation was extracted using COVAREP [19,20]. For 

video, Facet and OpenFace [21,22,23] are used to extract a set of features.  

6.3. Experimental results  

In order to evaluate the model, Weighted Accuracy and F1 score were used to evaluate the emotion 
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prediction task. The sex of weighted precision ratio accuracy to each class.  

You can be more sensitive. The ACCURACY and recall of the classification model are considered 

by using F1 score, which makes the classification result more meaningful.  

The affective analysis task is conducted with the adoption of mean absolute error (MAE) and 

Pearson correlation coefficient (R) for evaluation, which can get the difference between the predicted 

value and the true value, so as to better evaluate the model.  

6.3.1. Comparison with current advanced models  

Table 1 and Table 2 show the model GME-Dialogue-NET and its variants compared to current 

advanced models.  

Table 1 demonstrates a comparison of GME-Dialogue-NET and its variants with other advanced 

models on the data set CMU-MOSI. In terms of dichotomous accuracy, GME-Dialogue-NET is higher 

than multilogue-NET at 0.16 percentage points, and the scores of F1 is 0.21 percentage points higher. 

In the Pearson correlation coefficient of regression index, GME-Dialogue-NET is higher than 

DialogueRNN at 0.12 percentage points, and the mean absolute error is 0.12 percentage points lower.  

Table 2 shows the results of sentiment classification on data set IEMOCAP and the comparison of 

four models including CNN, DialogueRNN, Multilogue-NET, and GME-Dialogue-NET. For the 

detection of happy emotion, multilogue-NET is 0.1 percentage points higher than GME-Dialogue-NET, 

and the model GME-Dialogue-NET has the highest performance in other emotion detection. In the 

measurement of anger, GME-Dialogue-NET outperforms DialogueRNN by 5.2 percentage points on 

the weighted accuracy index. In addition, the detection of excitement and depression also has obvious 

performance improvement.  

Table 1: GME-Dialogue-NET performance on CMU-MOSI compared with other models 

Approachs 
CMU-MOSI 

A2 F1 MAE r 

CNN 74.89 75.03 0.82 0.38 

MMMU-BA 80.03 79.84 0.67 0.43 

DialogueRNN 80.57 79.78 0.69 0.47 

Multilogue-Net 80.87 79.81 0.67 0.48 

Dialogue-Net 80.97 79.88 0.63 0.52 

GME-Dialogue-Net (NF) 80.94 79.87 0.62 0.53 

GME-Dialogue-Net 81.03 80.02 0.57 0.59 

Table 2: GME-Dialogue-NET performance on IEMOCAP compared with previous models 

Approachs 

IEMOCAP 

Happy Sad Neutral Angry Excited Frustrated 

WA F1 WA F1 WA F1 WA F1 WA F1 WA F1 

CNN 62.6 72.8 69.1 76.6 62.1 89.9 66.3 66.3 60.4 66.9 53.7 85.5 

DialogueRNN 82.2 80.9 90.3 87.4 89.7 87.1 70.1 68.5 76.1 74.6 87.5 84.1 

Multilogue-Net 83.3 81.7 92.6 87.3 89.8 88.3 73.4 70.9 77.3 76.7 88.5 84.7 

GME-Dialogue-Net 83.2 81.9 92.7 89.6 89.8 89.1 75.3 72.5 79.3 78.7 89.4 86.3 

6.3.2. Gated multimodal embedding analysis  

Gated multimodal embedding contributes to multimodal fusion, and variant dialist-net is susceptible 

to noise modal information, which is also confirmed in Table 1. Figure 5, from the data set 

CMU-MOSI, shows a speaker covering his mouth while speaking the emotion-expressing word "cute." 

And the variant dialogue-net cannot reject the video modal information that makes no sense at this 

moment and make the wrong emotional analysis. GME-Dialogue-NET rejects the video modal 

information for the word "cute" and gives a more realistic affective forecasting. This shows that the 

model GME-Dialogue-NET can make the right decision based on whether the current video mode or 

audio mode matches the text mode information.  
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Dialogue-net affective prediction: -0.69  

GME-Dialogue-NET affective prediction: 1.87  

True emotion label: 3.0  

Figure 5: Successful example for gated multi-modal embedding 

6.3.3. Analysis of fusion mechanism  

Model GME-Dialogue-NET is made with more attention to modal information with greater 

emotional value through the fusion mechanism CPA. Figure 6 is an example of a fusion mechanism 

that works. It comes from the data set Cmu-MOSI, where the text is the only actor who can really sell 

their lines is Erin, and the emotional information provided by the text is vague and ambiguous. The 

video mode provides information that the speaker looks sad when he or she says the sentence. The 

model GME-Dialogue-NET learns that in this example the video mode is more valuable for predicting 

real emotion, thus making the correct emotion analysis. Thus, when all modes provide consistent, 

powerful emotional information, the model GME-Dialogue-NET makes the right judgment. When 

there is ambiguity among various modal information, GME-Dialogue-Net can use the fusion 

mechanism CPF to pay more attention to the modal information that is more valuable to real emotion 

and make correct prediction. 

 
The video mode: Looks sad  

Mae-dialogue-ne (NF) affective prediction: 1.86  

GME-Dialogue-NET affective prediction: -0.3  

True emotion label: -1.0  

Figure 6: Successful example for fusion mechanism 

7. Conclusion  

GME-Dialogue-Net is a gated multimodal sentiment analysis model based on fusion mechanism. 

Experiments show that the simple attention mechanism of gated multi-modal embedding context vector 

and the application of fusion mechanism can improve the performance of the model. 
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